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QUESTION 1

In Report Studio, a query contains the data item Product Line, which is grouped. Which of the following will add a page
break for each Product Line? 

A. Create a secton on Product Line. 

B. Add a new page for each Product Line. 

C. Set the rows per page property to Product Line. 

D. Create a page set that is associated with the query. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

The following report was created in Report Studio using a relatonal package and shows revenue by sales rep, city, and
country. 

What will the report show if the author creates a detail flter for Revenue>500,000 and applies the flter 

AFTER auto aggregaton? 
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A. Only reps who generated total revenue greater than 500,000. 

B. Only cites that generated total revenue greater than 500,000. 

C. Only countries that generated total revenue greater than 500,000. 

D. Only reps who had individual sales transactons of greater than 500,000. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

In Report Studio, a block object contains a text item in the page header. If the author reuses the block in the page
footer, which of the following is true? 

A. The author can replace the child object with an object of a diferent type. 

B. The author must replace the child object with an object of the same type. 

C. The author can replace the parent object with an object of the same type. 

D. The author must replace the child object with an object of a diferent type. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

In Report Studio, an author creates the following report: 

The author wants each row of this report to contain a column chart displaying quantty sold for a partcular product line.
How can the author ensure that the chart in each row displays data for only the product line 

that appears in the same row? 

A. Add a column chart to the list, link the column chart to the same query used for the list and then add data to the
chart. 

B. Add a column chart to the list, add data to the chart and then create a union relatonship between the queries for the
list and the chart. 

C. Add a column chart to the list, add data to the chart and then create an intersect relatonship between the queries for
the list and the chart. 

D. Add a column chart to the list, add data to the chart and then create a master-detail relatonship between the queries
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for the list and the chart. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

An author creates a report in Report Studio. The report contains a parameter for the Product line query item. The author
wants to let users drill through to this report from a variety of reports created using the GO Data Warehouse (query)
package. To ensure that this target report contains data for the appropriate products, the author wants to limit the report
cells that users can drill through from in source reports. What must the author do when creatng the drill-through
defniton? 

A. Set the Product line query item as the target of the drill-through defniton. 

B. Set the Product line query item as the scope of the drill-through defniton. 

C. Add a parameter for the Product line query to the drill-through defniton. 

D. Delete all data items except for the Product line query item from the drill-through defniton. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

An author wants to create a flter on this report to only show Product line totals larger than 1 billion. 
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What calculaton is used to create this flter? 

A. Detail flter as: [Total (Revenue)] for [Product line] >1000000000Applicaton = Afer auto aggregaton 

B. Detail flter as: [Total (Revenue)]>1000000000Scope = Product line 

C. Summary flter as: [Total(Revenue)]>1000000000Scope = Product line 

D. Summary flter as: [Total(Revenue)] for [Product line]>1000000000)Applicaton = Afer auto aggregaton 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 7

In Report Studio, what is a baseline? 

A. A value in a list report that other values are compared against. 

B. A constant value that represents the x-axis in a chart. 

C. A constant value drawn on a chart to indicate major divisions in the data. 

D. A break point that keeps part of a report statonary while the user scrolls. 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

In Report Studio, an author merges Query1 and Query2 into one result set (Query3) using a Union set operator. Query1
contains two data items: Order method and Revenue. Query2 also contains two data items: Product line and Quantty
sold. The author wants to display the data from Query3 in a list report. How can the author ensure that all the order
method results appear together and all product line results appear together in the list report? 

A. The author must add a sort key data item directly to Query3. 

B. The author must sort the Order method data item in Query1 and the Product line data item in Query2. 

C. The author must sort the data item in the Query3 that retrieves both Order method and Product line data. 

D. The author must add a sort key data item to Query1 and to Query2, and then add this sort key data item to Query3. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 9

In Report Studio, an author wants the report ttle to appear in the language in which the report is run. What property of
the report header must the author defne to create this variable? 

A. Style Variable 

B. String Variable 

C. Render Variable 

D. Text Source Variable 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

In Report Studio, a report contains several blocks and tables. To determine if there is sufcient space between objects,
what will show how the report looks when it is generated? 

A. View a Print Preview. 

B. Hide the boundary lines. 

C. Unlock the report objects. 

D. Open the Page Structure view. 

Correct Answer: B 
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